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fn answeringthe question what the property is, it is not
enough to say that it is indefinable. I am not asking for a
definition, but for an indication such as will enable me to
discoverit for myself in my own experience.
',, o,
This is the course followed by Mr. Braithwaite in a
casewhich he himself regardsas analogous.
" f know," he says," what is meant by saying of an
area in my visual field that it is 'pewter-coloured,'
where the property of being pewter-coloured is a
sensibleor phenomenalproperty : yet I have no public
language with which to communicate my proposition
except by bringing in the colour of a material object,
a piece of pewter."*
In this instance Mr. Braithwaite doesfor the colour quality
what h6 fails to do for P. He indicates a way in which I
can find out for myself what it is he refersto, if we are allowed
the very probable assumption thbt neither he nor f are
affiicted with a certain type of colour blindness. When he
says that the area in his visual field is pewter-coloured,I
take him to mean that it has the sort of colour-quality which
is immediately experiencedwhen a person of normal vision
looks at a piece of pewter in a normal light. In order
to refer to,
therefore to find out for myself what he intends
'ir \ '|$
I have only to look at a piece of pewter.
It is my aim in this paper to point out by essentiallythe
makes it
same method what character of sense-experience
capableof verifying or falsifying propositionsabout material
objects. This is a far more complex and difficult problem.
The only way of solving it is by referring to particular
examplesand by analysingand comparing these. Until we
have thus discovered what P is we are not in a position to
say whether or not it is indefinable, or to say whether or not
it involves a referenceto material objects. ,r I'
Like Mr. Braithwaite I am especially concerned with
propositions about material objects. But f must first
considerpropositionsabout what is immediately experienced
* Ibid.,pp.285-6.
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in the way of sensationand feeling. (I must do so because
I shall have to examine the phenomenalisttheory that all
propositionsabout material objects can be trarulated into
equivalent propositions about immediately experienced
sense-contentsand their relation to each other.) Take
first the casein which I am actually experiencinga feeling
or sense-contentat the presentmoment. Then the feeling,
e.g., of pain, or the sensatioyr,0.5,.tof blue, itself strongly
verifies the proposition assertingits occurrence,verifies it
so as quite to exclude alternative possibilities. Alternative
possibilitiesmay be thought of, but they are not actually
experienced. Take next the propositionthat I shall actually
experience the pain or the sense-contentin the futur€.
Here the pain or the sense-contentare not actually experiencedin the act of assertingthe proposition. They are only
thought of. They may be thought of by help of a present
actual feeling, sensation or image, which is thought of as
resembling them or otherwise related to them. But these
present actual experiencesare not what is thought of in
assertingin words or believing without words that a certain
feeling, or sense-content,
will be actually experiencedin the
future. None the Iesssuch propositionsare strongly verified
if what is expectedactually occurswithin the time at which
it was.expectedto occur. They are also capable of what
Mr. Ayer calls weak verification by experienceswhich add
to their probability. It should be noted that verification
which is weak in Mr. Ayer's sensemay be very strong indeed
according to the ordinary use of language. It would, I
suggest, be more convenient to mark the distinction by
using other terms. We might, for instance, contrast absolute
with relative, complete with incomplete, or final with
progressiveverification. In any casethe difference is one
of kind rather than degree. Propositions asserting the
future occurrence of feelings or sensations are strongly
verified by the actual occurrence of these same feelings or
sensationsas they were expectedto occur. They are weakly
verified if their probability is increased by other experiences
than those to which they refer. In general we may say
that when a proposition is verified by different experiences
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corroborating each other, the verification is weak or, as f
should prefer to say, progressive. € r, ..

pendent of their verification by other experiences. In fact
this is the assumptionon which we all proceed and cannot
help proceeding. The mere fact that we rememberor seem

It follows from what I have said that remembering the

under this head present experiencestoo indefinite to be
properly calledimages. (2) The thought of the pasr occurrence of a sensationor feeling. (3) A unique and indefinable relation between the present actual experience and
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the thought of the past occurrence. The three factors all
enter indispensablyinto the processof remembering. But
they are not normally distinguishedfrom each other. They
are different but not discriminated. They are no more
discriminated than the factors which enter into inductive
inference,whatsoeverthesemay be, are discriminated when
we infer that bread will nourish us or a flame burn us. The
relevant distinctions emerge only on reflective analysis.
Otherwise they remain subconscious.
This analysis of remembrance is important for the
purpose of the presentpaper because,as I shall try to show,
it applies also, mutatis mutandis,to the sense-perception
through which we are primarily cognisant of material
objects. In sense-perception,as in remembrance, something seems to exist actually which may or may not be
what it seemsto be. Further, this seeminghas an intrinsic
probability, small or great, which makesit capable of being
(weakly) verified or falsifiedby other perceptual experiences
in the inductive processthrough which common senseand
sciencecome to know the material world in detail. This
perceptual seemingis, I submit, just what Mr. Braithwaite
symbolises by P.

rt

f,. {

Before passing to my main thesis I have yet to prepare
the way for it by examining another class of propositions
about immediate sense-experience.I refer to those which
assertthat an experiencingindividual, on the fulfilment of
certain conditions, will have, would be having, or would
have had certain sensations. If my hand were now in
contact with that table I should be actually experiencing
certain tactual sensations; I shall experiencesuch sensations if I lay my hand on the table after the lapse of five
minutes from the present time ; I should have had a
similar experienceif I had placed my hand on the table
five minutes ago. In all these examples the hypothetical
conditions of realisingpossiblesensationsare physical ; they
consistin variable relations between two material objectsmy body and the table. The same holds good, so far as f
can discover, for possible sensationin general. Excluding
physical conditions, f can find no warrant whatever for
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believing that if I experiencecertain sensationsI shall also
experiencecertain other sensations. I have, for instance,
no ground for believing that if I experience a train of
sensationssuch as normally accompanya certain movement
of my arm, this will be followed by the sort ofsensationwhich
is normally experiencedwhen my hand is in contact rvith a
table. I have no reasonto assertthis unlessI assume,as a
physical fact, that my arm really movesand my hand really
comesin contact with the table. Similarly I have no ground
for asserting that the series of sense-impressions
which I
experience in following with my eye the motion of one
billiard ball until it impinges on another, will be followed
by the sensationlwhich would occur if I saw the secondball
moving. To satisfy the required conditions it must be
assumedthat the first ball, as a material object, does really
move and really impinge on the secondball. Hume would
say that our expectationofthe sequenceofthe secondset of
sensationson the first is generbted, if not justified, by
analogousoccurrencesin our previous experience,in other
words, that it depends on a previous inductive process.
I reply that there are no propositions which could serve as
the premises of such an inductive processexcept such as
not only refer to, but assertor assumematerial objects and
o\' rl
occurrences.
At this point I come into collision with the so-called
phenomenalisttheory of matter. The phenomenalistmight
agree to all I have so far said. But he would urge that I
have not pushed my analysis far enough. I have not
defined what I mean when I speak of a material object.
He is ready to supply this deficiency. According to him all
propositions concerning the existence,persistence,qualities
and behaviour of material objects can be translated into
equivalent propositionsabout sensationsactual and possible
in their relation to each other. If there are a.ry which
cannot be so translated, he holds that they must be unverifiable and that they are therefore only pseudo-propositions, i.e., nonsense. In the processof translation he does
not and cannot confine himself only to actual sensations
past, present and future. On the contrary, only a relatively
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very small part of matter as he definesit consistsof actually
experiencedsense-contents.His schemewould break down
altogether without the conception of possible sensations
which would be actualised if certain conditions were
fulfilled. He admits that if he is to avoid a vicious circle
these conditions must be assignablein terms which do not
assertor assumbmaterial objects,but only sensations. They
must take the form : If I had experienced,were experiencing, or shall experience certain sensations,I should have
experienced,would be experiencing,shall experiencecertain
others. However difficult it may be to reduce to this form all or indeed any propositionsabout possiblesense-contents'
the phenomenalist holds and is bound to hold that in
principle it can be done. Otherwise such propositions are
unverifiable, whence it follows that since they are not
tautologousthey must be nonsense.
There are many ways of showing that phenomenalism
is untenable. But there is only one which not only refutes
it but also brings to light the nature of the fallacy that
underliesit. I accordinglybegin with this line of argument'
which so far as I know has not been explicitly stated before.
It starts from the admitted fact that we are primarily
cognisant of material objects only in sense-perceptionand
that all propositions about them are verifiable directly or
indirectly only through observationand experiment. This
is common ground to the phenomenalist and to me.
Starting from this common ground, I inquire what it is that
we perceive when we perceive something as a material
object. This qucstion is one of fact and cannot, I submit,
be answeredon a priori grounds. It can only be answered
by an analysisofthe processofsense-perceptionas it actually
occurs in particular instances. The phenomenalist has a
view of his own of what constitutes the perceived object.
But this view seemsto be basednot on examination of the
relevant facts but on the exigenciesof his own theory. He
then usesit in order to establishthe very theory from which
it is derived
According to the phenomenalist,what iy'perceived as a
material object, so far at least as the perception is verifiable,
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consists of two parts. (l) Certain sensations actually
experienced by the percipient ; (2) certain possibilities of
sensationwhich, as such, cannot be actually experienced;
these, possibilities are apprehended as dependent on the
realisation of certain possible conditions, and
-the rqrylltionq

Sepqsqly-et
.[e1{ yL." !h-ey3Ie realsq-d,mi;t;;ilt6
as!u3-!_g_e.Ir.q4tiq.qs_qqd
Now I am prepared
l+.g9!bl-tg__..11..

to maintain (l) that the actual sensations of the percipient
are on reflective analysis distinguishable from what he
perceives as a material object and (2) that what he is
cognisant of but does not actually experience never consists

o e t tl
merely in possibilities.
I have now to explain and justify these statementsby
analysisof sense-perceptionas it actually occurs and yields
the data of inductive inference. The critical point of this
-iensi6G
analysis is the dis{nction whiqh 1*fi;A ilil;;n
.appearanceand perceptual seeming ,I cit pciint out whti
this distinction id orily lif eiamining particular casesof it.
Considerwhat takesplace when f perceive a piece of paper
as reddish yellow. I actually experiencea sense-contentof
a certain colour-quality. This colour-quality as actually
experiencedmust actually exist. The proposition asserting
its existence is strongly verified in the moment of perception. A colour-blind person of the red-green type
would have a sensationof a different colour quality. In
his casetoo the colour-quality, being actually experienced,
actually exists. The proposition assertingits existenceis
for him also strongly verifiable. But the fact that he and
I have sensationsof different colour-quality in looking at
the paper involves no contradiction. The two experiences
neither verify nor falsify each other either strongly or
weakly. But not only do the colour-blind person and

contrary, it seemsto the percipient in the act of perceiving

to be a quality as actual as that which he sensibly experiences.

lf
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The sensibleappearanceis an actual sensation. But it
is more than this. It is the appearanceof something other
than itsell-the material object. By this I mean that it is a
primary and essentially important factor in determining
perceptual seeming. It is far from being the only condition
on which perceptual seemingdepends. But in the absence
of counteracting conditions the material object seemsto be
of the samenature as the sensibleexperience,which for that
reason I call its sensible appearance. No other factor
determines perceptual seeming in this way. A who is
colour-blind and B who has normal vision ascribe or tend
to ascribeto the material object a colour of the samenature
as that which they sensibly experience. I expressthis by
saying that fo_rj-?ch9l!he!s the sensiblyexpelie4c-edgoloPr
is the sensible appearance g{_t!r_e--q!je.etivecol-o-qr. The
difference of their colour-sensationsinvolves no contradiction. It is otherwisewith the consequentdifferencein the
seemingcolour of the object seen. If to A a piece of paper
seemsto have a certain colour and to B it seemsto have a
different colour, then, so far as they disagree,the question
ariseswhich of them is right, or more nearly right than the
other. There are inductive testswhich justify us in deciding
in favour of normal eyesightas more nearly correct. The
colour-blind person fails to distinguish colours which seem
different to normal vision and consequentlymakes mistakes
recognisableby their perceptible practical result, as when
he confusesone colour signal with another. The ultimate
appeal is still to sense-perceptionas yielding probable data
capable of (weakly) verifying or falsifying each other in an
11
inductive process.
'l '
In the caseofthe secondaryqualities, the resultsobtainable in this way are far from pr\ise. Take another illustration involving the primary qualities. What is our
perceptual experiencewhen we go to the pictures and see,
let us say, a Mickey Mouse film ? There is a complex series
of changing shapesand motions which is actually occurring
within the field of visual sensation, But there is also some-
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thing elsewhich for sense-perception
seemsactually to exist,
though it does not actually exist. There seemsto be an
objective train of changing shapes and motions correspondis to what we sensibly experience. If we depended
only on the evidenceof presentperception we should believe
that what thus seemsto occur really is occurring. A child
unprepared for the illusion would in fact be so deceived.
But we have other grounds for disbelief. We are aware all
the time that we are only looking at a film picture. The
present perceptual,seemingis falsified by other perceptual
seemings,including those on which the relevant scientific
theory is based.
In order to bring out my point, f have laid stresson
perceptions which are generally recognised as illusions.
It may be said that such casesare exceptional and that I
oygh! to have consideredfirst the ordinary perceptions on
wlich we can safely'rely in daily life. t .epty, in the first
place, that the analysiswhich holds for illusion must hold

What consti,ut.r pjr.gp!.r.! rgggirlgis that in the process
of perceiving somethl;EEaefrs ;;tutry- to exist whi& may
or may not really exist,and which may not even be believed
to exist. The sensibleappearance,on the contrary, is not
anything which can merely seemto exist. It is a condition

* Priaifles

of Gestalt Ps2chology, p. 178.
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intervening between the sensibleappearanceof the fingers
and that of the wall. The same holds whenever an object
is interposed between our eyesand a distant object so that
we look past the edge of it. In all such cases-and they
ar€ constantly occurring-there is perceptual seeming
without sensibleappearance. I may add that the special
condition of seeingpast the edge of a screen does not, so
far as f can discover, make any essentialdifference to the
perception of things as distant from the eye. I should say
that whether this condition is present or not, there is no
sensible stretch between eye and thing seen. There is
only perceptual seeming. But for my present purpose I
need not discussthe point.
r' r, ,
Perceptualseemingand sensibleappearance,when both
are present,may and do vary independently of each other.
It has long been a vexed question how it is that the sizes
and shapesof things seen differ greatly from the sizesand
shapes of the corresponding retinal irnages. The gestalt
psychologistsanswer quite rightly that we see with our
brains, not merely with our eyes. But they assumethat the
difference to be accountedfor is only a difference between
the retinal image and the sensibleappearance. I hold this
view to be quite incompatiblewith the facts. The difference
is very largely between sensible appearance and perceptual seeming. The sensibleappearancecorrespondsmuch
more closely to the retinal image. The retinal image
decreasesvery much in size the further the thing seen is
from the eye. Yet within certain limits of distanceobjects
seem to be the size they really are. Is this due to an
increasein the size of the sensibleappcaranceproportional
to tbe distance of the thing ? So far as f can see,there is
no increase in the size of the actually experiencedsensecontents sufficient to account for the fact. I do not want
to repeat what I have said on this subject elsewhere.t I
shall here refer only to one simple rllu"tration. When I
look through a window-pane at the opposite side of the
t In a " Supplementary Note on Gestalt Psychology " at the end of the
last (fifth) edition of my Manual oJ Ps2chologl.
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street, then, apart from any reflectivejudgment, the house
opposite looks under ordinary conditions as big as it really
is, and very much bigger than the window-pane. Yet the
sensibleappearanceis virtually identical in size for both.
If I continue to attend to the sensible appearance, this
unusual direction of attention frequently has a curiousresult.
The houseoppositecomesto seemno bigger than the pane'
It doesso without any discerniblechange in the size of the
sensible appearance. But at the same time the house
ceasesto look the size it really is, as it does in ordinary
vision. In ordinary vision we do not discriminate between
sensible appearance and perceptual seeming. No more
than in remembering we discriminate between the present
memory-image and the experiencewhich has occurred or
seemsto have occurred in the past. The difference exists
and is operative, but the distinction is drawn only in
reflective analysis.
I add a last example of fundamental importance- We
perceive the extension,size and shape of material objects
both by sight and touch. This objective extension seems
to be actual and not any kind of possibility. It also seems
to be numerically the same whether we see it or touch it.
But there are two different' sensibleextensions. The field
of colour and light sensationis quite distinct from the field
of tactual sensation. The two may be correlated and vary
concomitantly in certain regular ways, but they are not
identical. If the object of sense-perceptionconsisted in
sense-contentsactual and possible, every material object
would seem to have two sizesand two shapes,one visible
and the other tangible. But in fact there scemsto be only
one actual physical extension. In verifying sight by touch
or inversely we assumethat this is so. for me, of course,
this state of things presentsno difficulty. \ The two sensible
extensionsare two sensibleappearancesof what seemsto
the percipient to be one and the same objective extension. ,'r ' t
Let us now compare this account of perceptual experience with that given by the phenomenalist. He starts from
the assumption, which he seemsto regard as evident a priori,
that originalty the percipient is cognisant only of his own
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as excludingsense-perception. Hence ariscsan unjustifiable
interpretation of the proposition that our knowledge of the
material world is derived from and founded on cxperience.
and this
The experienceis identified with sense-perception,
is taken to exclude any element of thought. In other
words, it is taken to consist in acquaintance with actual
sensations. Now I do not deny the abstract possibility that
an individu al may be cognisant only of his own actual
sensations. What I do deny is that such sensationscan
supply the ultimate data of the inductive processthrough
which our knowledge of the material world has in fact
developed. For this what I have defined as perceptual
seemingsare indispensable. For these alone weakly verify
and falsify each other in the way required. They alone
have Braithwaite?s property P. I conclude that the
experiencefrom which our knowledge is derived is not
pure experience,but experiencewhich includes thoughtltlr {
as the whisky we drink includeswater.
This analysisof the experienceon which our knowledge
of the material world is founded is fatal to phenomenalism.
The phenomenalistposition is that all propositions about
material objectsare in principle capable of being translated
into propositions about actual and possible sensations.
Now we do not translate from one languageinto another, if
and so far as we are driven to use in our translation words
belonging to the language we professto translate. But in
. Braithwaite
, stlte the conditionsunder
says: "...itisim
which a person will have a sense-datumof a clock on the
mantelpiece without specifying a lot of things about the
position of the person's body, the integrity of his nervous
slstem "* and so forth. Now, I do not say that this
difficulty, so far as I have yet stated it, is sufficient to upset
phenomenalism. For it may be urged that material objects
are mentioned only in order to indicate what sensationsare
referred to, as, for instance, Mr. Braithwaite indicates the
* Prolositions about Material Objects,p.275.
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quality of a certain part of his visual field by saying that it
is pewter-coloured. But this explanationmissesthe issential
point at issue. This is tha.Lqr4terialobjectsare introduced
as conditions_on which the occurrenceof actual sensations
depend. I may have no meansof indicating a certain train
of sensationsexcept by saying they' are sensationswhich
would accompany a certain movement of my arm. I mav
alsoindicate another sensationby sayingthat it js that wtdcil
follows contact of my hand with the table. But the first
sense-experience
is not by itself the condition on which the
second depends. This must include my body and the
movement of my arm in relation to the table as part of my
physical environment. What is true in this instance is
true in all casesin which we attempt to specifythe conditions
of actual or possible sensations..These always involve
physical factors which have not themseivei been analysid
into sensationsactual and pos$ble. Thus the case for
--"t

p!ql_"-qT4g

breaksdowh.' In thE-oiilt
-entirely
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which it=tilf[i be verified, verification is entirely absent.
Contrast the position of those who maintain the so-called
mechanical theory of life. The mechanistreally has a case,
whether it is convincing or not. In a large and increasing
number of instances he succeedsin showing that vital
processesare in fact mechanical, physical and chemical
processes. There is still always an unexplored remainder
ylr:h he has not yet explained in this way. But he may
fairly urge that the partial nature of his successis due to th;
immense complexity of the problem. He is thus entitled
to regard the mechanical view as a legitimate and fruitful
hypothesiswhich can only be refuted by discovering facts
positively incompatible with it. The phenomenaliit, on
the contrary, is unable to produce a singleinstancein which
he has succeededin showing that a physical fact consists
4! t ,
merely in actual and possiblesensations
.
It does not follow that his hypothesisis nonsense. For
there is a way in which it could be verified if it were true.
But there is another consideration which seemsto me to
make utter nonsenseof it. ft commits the absurdity of
making actual occurrencesdependent not on other actual

which
but on merepossibilities. The sensations
occurrences
occur when I move my arm depend on the anatomical and
physiologicalconstitutionof my body. But the anatomical
and physiologicalconstitution of my body consists,according
to phenomenalism,in a vast systemof possibilities,none of
which need be actualisedwhen I cxperiencethe sensations
connectedwith the movement of my arm. The sameholds
good for all sensations; all of them depend on an immense
complex of physical conditions in the body and its environment which, if the phenomenalistis right, are nothing actual'
but mere possibilities. I felt this difficulty keenly when,
very long ago, I first read Mill's chapter on a " Psychological Theory of External Objects," in his Examinationof
Hamilton. I was staggeredby the way in which he talks of
his Permanent Possibilities of Sensation as enduring,
changing,and operatingon one anotherjust as ifthey were
avoid such Ianguage' But
actual existences. His successors
in so doing they evadea real difficulty which Mill makes no
attempt to disguise. In this respect Berkeley was better
off than Mill. For he could always fall back on God as
the one actual condition on which all sensations,actual and
possible,ultimately depend. The weaknessof his position
is that his conception of God is too vague and general. It
doesnot yield what is required-a detailed systemof actual
specific conditions of correspondingly specific possibilities
ofsensation.

\
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To sum up, I urge Lhrcepoints against phenomenalism.
(l) The evidence of sense-perceptionflatly contradicts it.
Q) lt is unverifiable in the only way in which it could be
verified if it were true. (3) It commits the absurdity of
making what is actual depend on what is possibleinstead of
a
making what is possiblcdependon what is actual. ' ' ''
paper
I have been
I hope that no one will say that in this
confusing a question of definition with one of fact. It is
open to Mr. Ayer or to anyone elseto determine what they
intend to refer to both in their own thinking and in communication with others, when they use the term material
object. Provided that their definition is self-consistent,it is
not false, though it may be very inconvenient. So far the
B
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only question of fact which arises is settled by their own
arbitrary decision. It is otherwisewhen we inquire whether
what they define as a material object is the same as what
common senseand scienceregard as such. fn particular,
is it what we believein on the testimony of our sensesand of
the inductive processwhich is ultimately founded on the
data of sense-perceptionas (weakly) verifying and falsifying
each other ? This is a question of fact and the phenomenalist answer is not tautologous but false. I agree with
Dr. Johnson that we find the refutation of phenomenalism
when we consider what we are aware of in the act of kicking
a Stone.

.t
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I[eeting d the AristotelianSociet2,55, Russell Square,London,
W.C.I, on Nouember
28th, 1938,at 8 p.m.

rI.-THE

NOTION OF pSTATIFICATION.*
.87 Juocn H. C. Downerr..

l. The Oxford English Dictionar2 defines Estatification as
" The integration of separate property interests into a
common estate" ; and quotes the following passages:-" It would solve many difficulties of legal theory if in some
circumstancesthought were directed more to the estatification of interestsand lessto the incorporation of personsthan
has hitherto been done." " When you and I, unknown
to one another,eachinvestdl00 in the G.W.R., we do not
incorporate ourselvesinto a mystical body, either real or
fictitious, but we estatify our interestsin our {100 in the
estateof the G.W.R., in which we then have an interest;
and when I incorporate my private businessI do not become
a kind of Sally Beauchamprvith a double personality, but I
estatify my busincssin a separateestate distinct from the
rest of my property, though each may be managed by me.
So, too, when I take a house,No. 23 High Street, I do not
really become incorporated with the gentleman who lives
at No. 25 ; it is only our interestsas householdersthat are
identified. So, too, with all trust estates, clubs, trade
unions, friendly societies,&c. Of course when a number
of people estatifyintercsts,they must have a schemein order
to provide for the managementof the corporate estate; and
there must be a schemedetermining the interest of each in
the estate." Thesequotations,which are the earliestgiven,
are dated l92l and 1926, and indicate the legal origin of
the word. But the notion of estatificationhas a much wider
* This paper follows on two previously read before the Aristotelian
Society in 1924 and 1935 Whal is a SocieQ? Proc. XXV, p. I g, and Corporatc
p. t9.
Personali.typslchologicall2 regarded as a S2stemo;f Interests, XXXVI,
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